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From the Editor - Don Carson, NAR #11 069

In this issue, we have coverage of the Holiday Party, Alan Wil l iams’ impressions of
the recent Antares launch from the Wallops Flight Facil ity, we note the passing of
two legendary astronauts, part 2 of building your own wind tunnel, cleaning those
nasty reloadable motor cases, a look into James Duffy’s amazing shop, and more.

Don’t forget to register for NARCON 201 7 to be held out near Dulles Airport from
Feb. 24-26. Loads of good information, history, and great people. Details and l inks
in this issue.

I think that the past year of Zog-43 issues was really terrific. We had an
outstanding degree of support. We had over thirty-four contributors, including eight
from outside the club! Twelve of those authors contributed multiple articles. This
just shows how much this is your newsletter. The variety of inputs is what keeps it
interesting.

My deepest thanks to all of you who contribute to our club newsletter. Keep it
coming!

Fly 'em high, bring 'em back, and be safe.

Front Cover: Antares OA-5 Mission to resupply
the International Space Station sits poised on the
pad ready for launch on October 17, 2016 from the
Mid-Atlantic Regional Spaceport located on
Wallops Flight Facility, VA.
Photo: A. Williams

Back cover: Gene Cernan (L) and Tom Stafford
(R) in the Gemini 9 spacecraft.
Photo: NASA

For questions, answers, opinions, fi les, photos, and more NARHAMS, join the

NARHAMS Yahoo group. You have to get yourself a yahoo e-mail address (but you don't

have to use it for anything else), it is free, painless, no ads, and may just be the cure for

the common cold. Also: Facebook if you are not parnoid about that sort of thing.
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ZOG-43 is dedicated to model rocketeers of al l ages,
abil ities, and interest. We are committed to providing the
most current, up-to-date information on model and real
world rocketry, and to provide educational material , as
well as, entertaining information.

ZOG-43 is published bi-monthly and is available to al l
paid up members of NARHAMS. Club membership is
open to all , dues are 1 0 cent per week.

Material in ZOG -43 is copyrighted. Free and unlimited
reproduction is granted with the proper credit to the
author and/or ZOG-43.

I f you have any questions about ZOG- 43, NARHAMS,
subscriptions, or if you have any comment(s),
correspondence, or if you’d l ike to submit an article, send
them to:

ZOG-43
11 7 Coventry Ct.
Macon, NC 27551

Email us at: zog43editor@yahoo.com

About NARHAMS
The National Association of Rocketry Headquarters Astro
Modeling Section, or NARHAMS, serves Baltimore, the
state of Maryland. , Washington, DC and the surrounding
Metropolitan areas. The club is a section (#1 39) of the
National Association of Rocketry (NAR).

We are the oldest continuously active model rocket club
in the United States, first established as a high school
club in 1 963, changing our name to NARHAMS when
chartered as a NAR section in 1 965. NARHAMS is the
only seven time winner of the NAR “Section of the Year”
award (1 997, 1 998, 1 999, 2001 , 2004, 2006, and 2007).

NARHAMS members regularly fly their model rockets at
NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt Md, at
Old National Regional park near Mt. Airy, Md. and at the
Carrol l County Agriculture Center, near Westminster, Md.

NARHAMS welcomes all to our monthly meetings and
launches.

For detai ls, dates and directions to our club, meetings
and launches, go to: http: //narhams.org

ZOG ROYAL COURT
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ZOG (President) Alex Mankevich

VICE ZOG (Vice-President) Alan Willaims

COLLECTOR OF THE ROYAL TAXES
(Treasurer) Maria Ha

KEEPER OF THE HOLY WORDS (Secretary)
Chris Ha

COURT JESTER (Section Advisor) Mark Wise

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/narhams-members/info
https://www.facebook.com/NARHAMS
http://narhams.org


NARHAMS 201 6 Holiday Party!

Continued next page

The Jacksons and Mark Wise enjoying good company.
Photo: D. Carson

John and Mary McCoy behind a display ofmicro marvels.
Photo: D. Carson

Like always, tons of good food and desserts.
Photo: D. Carson

The club in full party mode.
Photo: E. Pearson
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Holiday Party, continued

Don Carson announces the winner of the 2016 KitBash

Competiton. Jennifer Ash's Space Invader and Tom

Jackson's HiFlyer were close runner-ups. Jef Fineran

and his upscale Mean Machine (the tall back pole at the

end of the table) took home the $50 gift certificate to

Hobby Works.

Photo: M. Ha

"Confounded, buzzing things."
Photo: E. Pearson

"Hold still, I want your picture."
Photo: D. Carson

The center of drone
control and hij inks is

right here.
Photo: D. Carson

Rob Edmonds pulls another winning

ticket out of the bowl.

Photo: M. Ha

And the winner is Stoil Avramov, world class RC

soaring competitor.

Photo: M. Ha

Alex Mankevich sets to announce the winner of the coveted

grand prize - an RC electric-powered beginner's glider.

Photo: M. Ha

Continued next page
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Raul Peña and Scott Branch are obviously up
to something.
Photo: M. HaA couple of the goodies on the

raffle prize table.
Photo: E. Pearson

Holiday Party, continuedHoliday Party, continued

This years For Rocketeers Of

Greatness (FROG) Award was

presented to Kevin Johnson by

Jim Filler. Congratulations kj !

Photos: D. Carson

The raffle prize table was full of deals, steals and surprises.
Photo: D. Carson
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Dick Moran donated the

NARHAMS Gold serial

number 43 kit that he

won at the club's 50th

anniversary celebration.

The kit was to be the

prize for a special raffle

at the 201 6 Holiday

Party. The proceeds

went to the Hopkins ALS

Clinical Care &

Education Fund, in

Richard Crisco's honor.

Kevin won the raffle.

The kit was in that

shipping box pictured

above, trust us. Maria

Ha was taking pictures at the party and she took this great

shot of the proud new owner of kit number 43. Wierd thing

is, the number her camera assigned to the picture was:

DSCN3543!

43 Sightings -
Kevin Johnson Wins
Raffle for NARHAMS

GOLD Kit #43

Photo: M. Ha
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My Antares experiences were a mix of worry, nostalgia, and excitement. The
shockingly violent 201 4 demise of the ORB-3 mission caused $1 3 mil l ion-
plus in damage to the pad and blew out windows over five miles away, so
things were a smidgen tense. The defective old NK-33/AJ-26 engines were
replaced with modern and more powerful Energomash RD-1 81 powerplants.
But it sti l l felt l ike petting that pit bul l that your neighbor swears never, never,
ever bites anybody, mostly.

There was also a strong Category-4 hurricane aiming at Bermuda. This
threatened the major down-range tracking complex there which would
support the OA-5 mission, so the fl ight was pushed to the weekend of the
1 5th. The storm scored a direct strike on Bermuda midmorning Friday, but
the dedicated workers made the instal lation mission-ready in less than 24
hours.

Alex and I went down Saturday night for the anticipated Sunday night fl ight.
(Craig was working the Maryland Renaissance Fair, but would join us if the
fl ight sl ipped to Monday.) Next morning we reported for badging and
immediately boarded the press Island photo tour. We were given about 20
minutes per location to get things done. First, we visited the cavernous
Antares Horizontal Integration facil ity which can handle two ful l sets of fl ight
vehicle hardware at once. I t looked empty (ish) with only the OA-7 first stage
on the floor. There were gobs of handling j igs and such, al l neatly stacked so
we wouldn’t trip over them (as one does). Also, there’s a whole bunch of
white in there!

Then down at Launch Area 2 we got our first look at Antares. At
this point we were around ½ mile from the OA-5 vehicle. We had a
good sweeping view of the 0-A Complex in the distance. An

impressive and inspiring sight, indeed. At almost 1 3 ft. wide and
1 40 ft. tal l , Antares is actual ly 1 /3 larger than the Gemini-Titan of
old. I t was hard to get a true vertical l ine while shooting the rocket,
as al l four l ightning suppression towers were snapped off or bent
by the 201 4 explosion and now lean sl ightly west. While most folks
were facing south, I was also taking a little memory trip. Many of
our most popular scale modeling subjects flew out of Area Two.
Because of turnover in NASA’s sounding rocket fleet almost al l the
historic fl ight equipment here has vanished. The remaining large
vehicle rai l launchers are inside big rol l ing environmental shelters
farther from the shore. The 1 993 repair of the seawall also
swallowed up half of the apron areas.

While hunting down rusted footings I did manage to record King
Zog (Alex) actual ly shooting the Antares. I also helped shout
clueless video folks off the seawall . (The dune seagrass is a very
sensitive part of the shorel ine stabil ization project. I f it fai ls, the
island eventual ly disappears.)

We then moved down next to the old Area One Aerobee
blockhouse, which put us roughly 850 feet from the rocket. I got
some nice detai l shots with my new Nikon Coolpix B 500, which
has some surprisingly powerful optics and high resolution imaging
chip. I loaned it to NASA Goddard blogger Bil l Ingal ls, who

Continued next page

Antares OA5 Flight Impressions
By Alan Williams, NAR 1 41 37

Next one up.
Photo: A. Williams  

Couldn't swing a dead cat without hitting a photographer.
Photo: A. Williams  
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Antares Launch, Continued

Continued next page

accidental ly shot that great close-up of the pad crew working at the rocket’s
base. His work, not mine.

We were then returned to the Visitor Center press site. Things among the
NASA-Orbital info team went quiet for a while, then we heard that the fl ight
would push to Monday evening because of a minor ground cabling problem.
NARHAMS’ters DJ and Sally arrived and invited us to dinner. We scouted
another shoot site on private property (actual ly closed because of behavior by
previous tourist viewers), had a great meal, contacted Craig, then hit the sack.
Six AM arrived on frenzied rooster calls from somewhere behind the motel.
Thanks!

With no scheduled events at the press office ti l l the move to the main view site,
Alex got some time with Orbital ATK executive Barron Beneski. He gave us
some really useful info, which appeared in Alex’s article last issue. (By-the-by,
we could not have been better treated by NASA and Orbital information
personnel throughout our trip. This, in spite of King Zog making me ask them if
any Mars Bars were being shipped up for Halloween. His other burning
question? “With launch failure-induced supply shortages aboard the ISS, how
much replacement toi let paper was aboard Cygnus?” Official answer?
“Enough!”)

Craig arrived around 2:00 and we reviewed our photo strategy. Alex would stay
north at the Visitor Center and rol l the dice on a single long time exposure from
that view. DJ and Sally would be to the south, using his 600mm telephoto at
the old NACA ferry dock. Craig and I would be just two miles across the marsh
from the launch facil ity. We all had fine sightl ines, great equipment, and years
of experience on our side. What could go wrong?

At 5:30 we and some guests were bussed down to the media viewing site. On
the way in we received a sobering and wholly appropriate set of emergency
event instructions. I t was interesting watching a few of the less serious
participants realize that the lecture was for real. On arrival, Craig and I set up
right in front of the U-80 NASA optical tracking instal lation. Most of our press
brethren were established about 1 20 feet to our left. After emplacing my two
cameras I took some pleasant shots of Antares il luminated by the setting sun.
Craig set up our complex of 500 and 800mm tele-lenses on high resolution sti l l
and video cameras, then started fighting mysterious power problems which
kept him hopping almost ti l l fl ight time. A large fl ight of geese arrived and
began circl ing above us in the darkness. I worried about the consequences if
they were sti l l overhead when the rocket’s sound hit. Then around T-1 0, we
realized that an unexpected wash of cool marsh air had quietly painted our
cameras with moisture. They were all dripping with condensation and I had not

The magic of zoom gets you close to the

umbilical and A/C connections.

Photo: A. Williams
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thought to bring wipes, since the weather had
been very dry the past days. Since he had
the big lenses I gave Craig the one paper
towel I remembered in my pocket and said
goodbye to any quality images from my fancy
little camera.

At 7:45:46 PM Antares flooded the region
with a gorgeous golden-orange glow as it
rose. The moisture turned my fl ight shots into
beautiful abstract-impressionist blobs. Then,
the sound: a vast banging, crackling,
hammering roar of power. Noisy, you might
say. (Not Shuttle-loud, but close.) Craig’s
longest telephoto video bri l l iantly captured
the pounding the firing area took. Eventual ly I
stopped shooting because of the lens fog and
just watched Antares’ majestic cl imb. I t had a
high loft with a subtle late “dogleg” azimuth
shift. The rumbling took forever to fade. We
were able to watch all the way to second
stage shutdown and orbit at seven minutes
and 11 3 miles high. I think that put it way out
near Bermuda. Astounding!

Within the hour we were beginning the trip
back to D.C. I t would take days to find out
what we actual ly had. Bad internet exposure
advice dashed DJ’s hopes, but the rest of the
ZOG-43 crew did fine. And what do you know? The gosh-darn rocket really worked!

In mid-November Orbital-ATK announced that the February OA-7 fl ight had been cancelled.
Instead, this spring an expanded Cygnus cargo module wil l ride a ULAAtlas V vehicle out of
Cape Canaveral. This wil l make up for recent mishaps in other ISS cargo missions and bring the
delivered supply quantities closer to schedule. Assuming that other launch service suppliers come
back in a timely manner, Antares Wallops missions are expected to resume in summer-201 7.

On November 27, Orbital also announced the successful end of the OA-5 Cygnus mission, with a
control led destructive return over the Pacific Ocean. All aspects of the delivery, exit from the
Space Station, and subsequent free-fl ight operations, including deployment of four Cube-Sats
and the operation of the SAFFIRE I I space combustion experiment went as planned. All debris
was safely destroyed by reentry forces.

Antares Launch, Continued

Ascent as seen through a dewy lens.
Photo: A. Williams

Photograhy row.
Photo: A. Williams

Sunset and the lights come on.
Photo: A. Williams
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ZOG-43'S SHOP SPOTLIGHT
Featuring The Shop Of James Duffy

By Kevin Johnson

Photo: K. Johnson

Wow.
Just.
Wow.
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Text and Photos By: Ed Pearson

December 201 6 Goddard Launch Report

For the first time in months we had more spectators than rocketeers.

Michael Cochran helped modelers
at the rack.

Bill Boublitz staffing the checkin table.

Continued next page

First customers of the day - Edward
ofCub Scout Pack 1031 of

Beltsville and his dad, Spence.
Spence used to to come out to fly
rockets at Goddard when he was
Edward's age--back in 1976.

Before the launch, Alex Mankevich scoured the
woods for earlier lost rockets. Here he examines his
bounty with Bill Boublitz (R). Alex calls this the

hunters returning from the woods.  
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December Goddard Launch, Continued

One of the taller rockets was this candy stripped barber-pole model.

Rail assignees await for the
rack to open up.

Ed Jackson watching one of the 47 flights
taking off.

Descending model.

Shirley Ramos of the VC signs off a
new rocketeer certificate. Ten were

awarded.
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Welcome everybody to a brand new year of
camaraderie, outreaches, contests and rocket
launches. We’ve sadly said good bye to
Richard Crisco last year, but we intend to carry
on his legacy of scout outreach and Goddard
First Sunday launches.

201 7 starts off with a special event – NARCON
201 7 is being held right on our doorstep Friday
February 24th through Sunday February 26th,
201 7 at the Crowne Plaza Hotel in Herndon,
Virginia. Several of our NARHAMS members
are old hands at attending this annual NAR
event. For the rest of us, this is an opportunity
to expand our rocketry horizons.

I ’m looking forward to NARCON as an
opportunity to kick back, relax and to ‘shoot the
breeze’ with my fel low rocketeers. I have found
that our sport launches tend to get a l ittle too
hectic to engage at anything more than at the
superficial level. There are cables to connect,
launch racks to assemble, rockets to prep for
fl ight, fl ight cards to fi l l out, motors to choose,
long walks to retrieve your rocket and efforts to
expend in wrestl ing the recovery pole through
the tree branches. Not to mention gallantly
stepping up to help out the launch manager
when the scout groups show up at their
appointed times.

All these concerns won’t be in play at NARCON.
I ’ l l be able to completely take in a rocketry war
story from Ole Ed Pearson or Tom Ha while not
being distracted by trying to remember where

From the Zog - Let’s all go to NARCON 2017
Alex Mankevich, NARHAMS President

Continued next page

Rob Edmonds and John McCoy, May 13 sport launch
Photo: A. Mankevich

Jim Filler pontificates at ECRM, 2014
Photo: A. Mankevich

Don Carson, Dave O'Bryan, and Kevin Johnson
hanging out at Nov. 12 sport launch.

Photo: A. Mankevich

May 16 biz meeting.
Photo: A. Mankevich
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Those Estes Christmas Tree Ornaments
Alan passed out at the Christmas Party
make perfect BT-5+ to T2+ rear ejection
pod Micro Maxx powered flying model
conversions.

I started by removing the rear plastic
bulkhead with a Dremel rotary tool. Inside, I
noticed a couple "molding push pins". To
get a 2-1 /4" long piece of BT-5+ (.585" OD)
the closest one to the back had to be
removed with a needle fi le. To the BT-5+ a
1 -1 /4" length of BT-5(.544"OD) was white
glued in place. The forward bulkhead/motor
tube stop was fabricated of a 1 /4" thick
piece of heavy balsa with the rear-facing
surfaced clad with 2 layers of .020"
Stainless steel tape. The shockline is 42" of
1 00lb green UV resistant Kevlar anchored
along the ID of the BT-5+ between the
epoxy mounted 1 /4" bulkhead extending
about 3/32" from the forward end of the BT-
5+ internal body. Once the
tube/bulkhead/shockline had cured, the subassembly was inserted & epoxy
mounted to the interior of the Ornament body. While the main body cured the
ejection pod was assembled using a 2"section of T2+ MMX Motor tube with 3- T2+
to T5 fiber centering rings. Two forward rings are white glue mounted 1 " from the
rear of the tube. The single aft ring was mounted allowing 1 /8" rear projection for
external taping in the motor.

The extra length of the motor pod tube acts as a stop when inserted in the model
body. a 3/1 6" piece of T2 (.246"OD) tube is mounted 3/4" inside the T2+ motor
tube as a motor stop. Between the centering rings a 1 /2" x 1 2" yel low mil itary grade
Teflon tape streamer is fold rol led around the T2+ motor tube.

After al l this, a MMX-I I motor was internal and external taped into the pod. Pod
instal led in the model for it's first swing test. Without any further mass needed
the model swing tested positive instantly.

my rocket landed. I ’m looking forward to taking in a
rocketry talk while sitting in the climate-control led
break-away room instead of under miserably hot and
humid Mid-Atlantic summer sun. I t’s going to be nice
loading up my car trunk with newly-bought (and l ight-
weight) manufacturers’ products instead of heavy
coolers and pop-up tents. I won’t have to remember to
pack sunscreen and bug repellent. Instead, I hope I
remember to pack a tie for the Saturday evening
banquet.

I ’m not saying that we can’t engage and social ize at a
sport launch. I ’m just saying that it is refreshing to take
advantage of the NAR providing a nearby venue to do
so without al l the simultaneous distractions present
during an outdoors launch.

I ’ve included a few photos of NARHAMSters ‘shooting
the bull ’ while enjoying the camaraderie at some of our
launches and meetings.

From the Zog, Continued

The Latest from McCoy's Workshop

Photo: J. McCoy

Webster/Ash and the Has the holiday party, 2015
Photo: A. Mankevich
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Continued next page

Build Your Own Wind Tunnel, Part 2
Thanks for the great find, Kevin Johnson!
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Continued next page

Wind Tunnel, Continued
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Wind Tunnel, Continued

43 Sightings

On the Holiday Party giveaway table, mags (Tom Ha
donor) at the holiday party. How many do you see?

Photo: E. Pearson
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As most of you know, John Glenn, the first American to orbit the

Earth, passed away on December 8th of last year. There have been

many articles and remembrances of this American Hero and I won’t

attempt to repeat them here.

What I would l ike to do, is recount a personal

encounter I had with the man.

In early 1 998, NASA announced that John Glenn

would be joining the STS-95 crew which included Curt

Brown, Steven Lindsey, Pedro Duque (the first

Spaniard to fly in space), Scott Parazynski, Stephen

Robinson and Chiaki Mukai. Glenn was to be a

Payload Special ist and “human guinea pig” used in

studies comparing his younger crew mates and data

from his first fl ight when he was a spry 40 year old.

The STS-95 mission carried three payloads managed

by Goddard (Spartan 201 , International Extreme Ultraviolet Hitchhiker

(IEH), and Hubble Space Telescope Orbital Systems Test (HOST). As

is normal, the STS-95 crew came to Goddard to participate in

payload famil iarization briefings as part of their training. First up was

the Spartan payload and our Mission Manager provided an overview

of the spacecraft and mission. Next came the crew training on

initial izing the Spartan spacecraft with the Shuttle laptop computers.

At this point, Sen. Glenn observed something to the effect that if the

mission got to the point where he would have to take over, they were

in really deep “yogurt. ” He asked if he could possibly get a tour of the

hardware instead. I t fel l to me, as the Spartan Project Manager, to

give him the tour.

On the walk over to our building, I was struck by how down to earth

he was. He was very easy to talk with. We donned our “bunny suits”

and entered the cleanroom. Due our focus on the Crew Fam.

briefing, there was nobody working on the spacecraft. Fortunately, it

was in the middle of integration with many cover panels removed

and much of the interior visible.

Senator Glenn switched into Astronaut/Engineer Glenn

mode. He had great technical questions and observations.

The Spartan cold-gas attitude control system was much

like to system used on his old Mercury capsule. We talked

about a fai lure in the Mercury system he had experienced

compared it to our system. At 76, he seemed as sharp as

the NASA engineers I worked with.

I walked him up the hil l to the IEH cleanroom. As I was

handing him off, he got a call from his office, he was

needed on Capital Hil l for a vote. The IEH folks were sorely

disappointed to not get time with the Senator.

I also took some heat from co-workers in my building for

not letting them know that John Glenn was in the building. I

feel he truly enjoyed the opportunity to check out some hardware

without the fanfare, just as he requested.

I met him one more time, after the mission. The whole crew came to

Goddard to celebrate a successful STS-95 mission. My son Jay, a

5th grader at the time, got to meet Glenn and Administrator Dan

Goldin (big whup), his school had a student experiment on the

mission. There were hundreds of people there and the crew was in

celebrity mode – very gracious, checking out hardware on display,

and posing for pictures.

In the moments I had with him, without trying, John Glenn convinced

me that he was the real deal, worthy of the accolades heaped upon

him.

My Meeting with John Glenn
By Don Carson

Photo: NASA
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Dump your cases in. Fi l l the

tank with an inch or so of

Simple Green. I have found

about 3/4 water and 1 /4

cleaner works best. Be sure

to use the PURPLE one -

it's aluminum safe. I bought

a gallon in Home Depot.

Here's the l ink for that one:

http: //simplegreen.com/prod

ucts/pro-hd-cleaner-

degreaser/

Run for 480 seconds. When

it's done, the water wil l be so black, you won't be able to see

anything through it. I pul l the parts out, rinse them and check for

anything sti l l stuck to them. Normally, there isn't much on them at

al l , just a spot here or there. I touch up with a stainless brush, run

them through again for another 480 seconds, rinse, and done!

Last night, I cleaned 5 motor cases in about 20 minutes, and they

are spotless when you're finished. Be sure to check the flash hole

in the forward closure if applicable, and make sure it's clear. A .1 7

caliber rifle brush is perfect for clearing it if need be.

I f you don't mind spending the 50-60 bucks to buy one, (watch for

their specials and coupons) they really do make your l ife a lot

easier, and makes a dirty job a whole lot faster and less messy. I

would say it reduces the time to clean them by 90 percent, and

does a better job than elbow grease by itself.

Give it a try!

I f you use reloadable motors on

a regular basis, and have any

interest in protecting your

investment, (They're not

cheap. . ) then keeping them

clean is a must. I t also makes

them easier to load when

inserting the propellant grains

the next time you use them.

One day, cruising around on

YouTube, I ran across a video of

someone using the Harbor

Freight Ultrasonic cleaner, and it

did a really good job cleaning

steel parts, badly caked in

carbon deposits. I decided to try

one for my casings.

Here's the the web link to the

cleaner:

http: //www.harborfreight.com/25-

l iter-ultrasonic-cleaner-

63256.html

Here's how I do it - Get the

water HOT - this model has

heat, fi l l i t 3/4 of the way to the

top (it's marked) - turn on the

heat, and let it get to the point

that it starts to steam a little - I

think it's 1 60-1 70 degrees or so.

Give it 1 0 minutes or so, to get

hot.

Photo: Sunshine Makers, Inc.
Photo: Uncle Mike's Rocket Shack

Photo: Harbor Freight

Easy Cleaning of Reloadable Motors
By Jef Fineran
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201 6 International Team Tag Up
Text and Photos: E. Pearson

Top: (L-R) David O'Bryan, Matthew Berk, Dr. Bob
Biedron, Kevin Johnson and Jim Filler observed the test
firing of engines.

Bottom Left: Matt Berk and Jay Marsh go over theoretical
analysis of gas pressurization within piston launchers.

Bottom Right: Dr. Bob Kreutz and J. Duffy simulacrum
poised for high-j inks in one of the weekend's lighter
moments.

On October 21 -23 rocketeers, many who

attended the last world championships,

gathered at the home of David O'Bryan to

discuss model rocketry.
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Apollo 1 7

was the

final moon

fl ight and

only night

launch of a

Saturn V

moonship.

Members of

my old Bowie-based rocket club were press-accredited for

the NAR’s Journal, (then) Model Rocketeer Magazine.

Just three miles away, we witnessed the most spectacular

U.S. space launch in history. At 1 2:37 AM, December 7,

1 972 a roaring sun rose into the night of central Florida.

No American moon mission was seen by more people.

The first stage flame was so bright people in Georgia and Cuba

reported reading newsprint by it. Eventual ly, the enormous inferno

would spread over ½ mile long. At its head were CM Pilot Ron Evans,

LM Pilot Harrison Schmidt, and Cernan as overal l Commander. Once

on the moon, geologist Schmidt (the only actual scientist to fly an

Apollo mission) and Cernan gathered almost 250 lbs. of rock

specimens and set many instruments for extended lunar

environment studies. As they reboarded the LM for the trip

home, Cernan called on the people of Earth to return soon

and continue the grand journey.

After leaving NASA, Cernan pursued business interests

and was a fine TV technical consultant. In later years he

wrote one of the most honest and interesting astronaut

autobiographies. Titled “Last Man on the Moon” it was a

sadly accurate appellation. 45 years have rol led on since

Apollo 1 7 ended America’s first chapter of space

exploration. Sti l l only twelve sets of footprints. . .

Eugene Andrew Cernan is survived by his second

wife, three daughters, and countless admirers.

The last man to walk on the moon passed away Monday

Jan. 1 6th, 201 7. The immediate cause was not released

by the family.

A Chicago-area native, Gene Cernan was born in1 934.

Following the Korean War he became an attack bomber

pilot with the U.S. Navy. His academic achievements and

Navy fl ight record were instrumental in his selection for

the third NASA astronaut class in October, 1 963. He

would eventual ly have three NASA missions.

His first space fl ight was Gemini 9, in 1 966. Cernan was

expected to breeze through a series of space walk tasks,

including flying a prototype rocket backpack. Instead,

wrong-headed assumptions about his training and bad equipment left

him exhausted, overheated, and in real danger. Bl inded by sweat and

moisture on his visor, legs scalded from bad suit insulation, and

wrestl ing a long inflexible umbil ical cable, he almost didn’t get back

inside. Mike Coll ins’ comparable Gemini 1 0 experience showed that

the ad hoc “float around on a rope” approach would not work. Firm

hand and foot anchors, better spacesuits, and more careful planning

were essential to any EVA success. That’s sti l l true today.

Apollo 1 0 was the final real-l ife rehearsal for the landing

mission. What happened in-fl ight showed why it was

needed. The Lunar Module dropped to about 1 0 miles

above the moon. Then, as Pilot Cernan and Commander

Tom Stafford began the return cl imb, the spacecraft

violently tumbled as a secondary guidance system

activated unexpectedly. Quickly the crew fixed the

problem and got things back on track. Some of the

language used during the event stirred stupid comments

from the blue-nosed peanut gal lery. Anyone with sense

cut the crew the slack they deserved.

Astronaut Eugene Cernan Dies at 82
By Alan Williams, NAR 1 41 37

Apollo 17 night launch.
Photo: A. Williams

Gemini 9A launch.
Photo: NASA

Eugene Andrew Cernan (1934-2017)
Photo: NASA
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Rocketry
Convention
Coming To

Our Area This
Month!

Upcoming Meeting
Presentation Topics:

February 4 Open Building Session
March 4 Eggloft Build Advice
Apri l 1 Classic Model Craftsmanship

Upcoming Launch Themes:

February 1 8 President Launching
March 1 8 St. Paddy's Day
April 1 5 Easter Egg Loft

Bits and Pieces

The advance registration for the 201 7 NAR Convention
(NARCON 201 7) wil l be available unti l 2/1 7/1 7, or unti l
they get 200 registrants. The NAR’s annual convention
wil l be held February 24-26, 201 7 at the Crowne Plaza
Dulles Airport Hotel in Herndon, VA. NARCON wil l
include the fol lowing interesting activities:

• 28 breakout groups on a wide range of topics in 4
tracks: model rocketry, TARC techniques, high power
rocketry, and professional spaceflight
• A research and development competition with $1000
in cash prizes
• A banquet with Lee Piester as the keynote speaker,
talking about the founding of Centuri Engineering
Company in the early days of our hobby
• Displays and presentations by rocketry product
manufacturers
• A tour of a local aerospace company on Friday 
• Special tours of the Udvar Hazy Center of the
Smithsonian National Air & Space Museum on Sunday;
it is less than 5 miles from the convention site

This is a great rocketry activity for those winter months
where flying isn't so much fun. Student members of
registered TARC 201 7 teams wil l be able to attend
NARCON free (the dinner is extra). The event website
with more details on the activities and online
registration is information is www.narcon.org

Trip Barber
NAR 4322 L3

NARCON-201 7 Director

Chris Kidwell 's
boarding pass. That's
going to get him a

good seat.
Photo: C. Kidwell

More 43 Sightings -
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NARAM-59 Competition
and Sport Launch

Announced!

Events:
Open Spot Landing
C altitude (tracked)

B Super-roc Altitude (altimeter)
C Payload Altitude (altimeter)
B Eggloft Altitude (tracked)

G Helicopter Duration C and T divisions
D Helicopter Duration A and B divisions

C Flex-wing Duration
Scale

Concept Scale
Research & Development

Jul 29 - Aug 4
Muskegon, MI

They are also planning an FAI World Cup
Event, along with high power and other

fun events

For current info, go to
www.nar.org

East Coast Regional Meet Events and Date Announced!

The 44th running of ECRM will be held on June 1 7-1 8, 201 7 at the Old
National Park, Mt Airy, MD. The events will be:

1 /2A Streamer Duration
Correction: B Eggloft Altitude (altimeter)

Open Spot Landing
Random Duration
Classic Model

1 /2A Rocket Glider

Update to New Competition Rules Expected
Don Carson

Ed Lacroix wil l be presenting The New NAR Competition Program at the upcoming NAR

Rocketry Convention on Saturday the 25th of February. We can expect to see the results of

the inputs provided last Fall and perhaps any decisions the Board of Trustees has made with

respect to increasing the participation in competition model rocketry.

Ed’s presentation is one of five presentation dealing with competition rocketry. The others

include the latest in hel icopter duration design, one on making l ightweight fiberglass body

tubes, the latest World Championships, and getting started with gl iders.

These are just a few of the twenty-eight presentations going on among other activities at

NARCON. I t is being held in our backyard this year, so think seriously about taking in the

Convention this go round.

Competition Corner: Competition Update at NARCON
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Competition Corner, Continued

Richard Morrow has announced that his publication “Small

Sounding Rockets” c2000 is now back in print. This is a must-

have book for scale model rocketeers and for rocketry history

buffs.

The companion CD has many color photos and enlargeable

drawings of the vehicles in the book. New to the “Small Sounding

Rockets” companion CD is an exhaustive l ibrary of blueprints of

the Cooper Development Corporation ASP-I (Plumbob), SCAMP,

and ASCAMP with the sampler (diffuser) nose. The most

complete data on the Terrapin is also included.

Scale and History Fans
Small Sounding Rockets Is

Back
Improved with Available CD!

NIght Launch History Data Needed!

John McCoy is updating the Night Launch Tech-Tip. He is in
particular need of any photos and accounts for Night Launches
for the years 1 999, 2000, 2005 (the 1 st of two NL that year 05-
1 4-2005), 2006, 2007, 2009, & 2011 . These years there was little
or no coverage in the Zog.

His personal fl ight log & photo gallerys have some information on
several of the missing years but his fi les are mostly detai led fl ight
data for his rockets, general weather info and observations.

Any and all insights, memories, photo's or captions of these
unreported Zog-43 years wil l be greatly appreciated. Please
pass the along to John at: mrcluster@yahoo.com.
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